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My name is Mike McCully, Associate Director of Dairy Procurement at

Kraft Foods and I am testifying on their behalf, nave worked for Kraft over 10

years ana currently have reseonsibility for U.S. milk procurement. U.S. and

global dairy market analysis aria price forecasting, aria U.S. dairy commodity risk

"nanagement. Kraft is a member of the Nationa Cheese Institute, Milk qaustry

Foundation and the International Dairy Foods Association. My testimony is in

oo~)osition to National Milk Producer Federation s (NMPF) proposal to amend the

Class I ana Class II milk formulas and also opposes the need for an emergency

"uling

Kraft ~s a major manufacturer and marketer of cottage cheese ana sour

cream with leading brand names of Breakstone’s and Knudser, along with other

Class products, SUCh as Polly-O Ricotta Cheese. Kraft’s oroduction facilities

are located in Walton NY for cottage cheese and sour cream Visalia. CA for

cottage cheese and sour cream Campbell. NY for ricotta cheese and Lehigh,

3A for Tassimo coffee oroducts. We a so buy cottage cheese Products made by

CoolBrands at the former Kraft olant in North Lawrence NY.

Historx has a way of repeating itself, and dairy policy Is no exceotion

Take the case of Baldwin v. G.A.F. Seeli~. ~294. U.S 511. 523~ It stated that



milk prices needed to be artificially enhanced for the ’malmenance of a regular

and adeaua~e supply of pure and wholesome milk: the suoDly being ~ut in

jeopardy when farmers.., are unable to earn a living ncome." While this sounas

like it was taken from today’s headlines it is in fact from 1935. And since the

United S~ates has not run out of milk since that time one can conclude similar

comments currently, while retaining political and ~opular appeal are not

reflective of actual supply conditions. More recently, Dairy Farmers of America

(formerly Mid America Dairymen and others) proposed implementing a price floor

of $13.50/cwt on Class I and II milk at an early 1998 hearing. While the

approach was different from the current NMPF proposal in effect, it would have

also aecouoled Class and I[ prices from Class Ill and IV ~nces USDA denied

their proposal and the rest of 1998 saw recora -ign milk and dairy commodity

orices

If Kraft were acting in its own self-interest we could actually su~or~ ~n~s

~roDosal from NMPF. USDA’s own analysis for this hearing has shown the

increase in Class and II prices would reduce Class I usage and force more milk

into manufactured uses As a result, following basic economic supply aria

demand logic, dairy commodity prices wou d decrease benefiting cheese

comcanies like Kraft. However Kraft opposes NMPF’s ~ro~osal for the

following reasons:

¯ It would have a negative impact on Class II proaucts

It would result in benefits that are regionally disproportionate

It is the wrong solution to a longer-term problem
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¯ Emergency marketing conditions ao not exist

Negative Impact on Class II Products

NMPF’s orooosal would have a direct and negative imoac~ to Kraft’s Class

I oroducts as well as to the entire Class I oroduct category. Since Kraft’s

croducts sell for a premium in the marketplace we nave limited ability to oass on

higher costs However. orivate label products are more resoonsive to cost

changes. We analyzed nearly seven years of data to determine the correlatior

between C~ass II milk pcces and retail crices for ~rivate label sour cream and

cottage cneese, The correlations are positive and most acoarent on a two-three

month lag which is expected g yen how orivate label pricing works. Proponents

s~ate the cost increases resulting from this proposal can s~mply be passea on

through retail pricing of these Dropucts However, there is no consideration given

~o the impact on consumer demand from those changes. Prior testimony on this

subject, as well as economic literature, nas repeatedly eocumented the fact thar

consumer demand for manufactured dairy proouc~s Is euite sensitive to changes

in price. Without getting 7to a lengthy discussion over what the correct price

elasticity is, one thing Is clear: passing increased costs on to consumers will

~egative y impact demand for those products and the dairy industry at ~arge.

Kraft works every day ~o increase demand for dairy products.

Unfortunately. the demand trends for most dairy products have been declining

over the oast 20 to 30 years. Per capita consumption of cottage cheese decline�

from the mid-1970’s to the mid-1990’s before stabilizing at current levels. Kraft

and other cottage cheese manufacturers have worked hard to stop this decline
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oy introducing nnovative new products such as Breakstone’s and Knudsen

Cottage Doubles and oromoting the health benefits of the product Per capita

consumption of ricotta cheese increased steadily from the mid-1970 s to aboul

2000 before falling slightly in the past five years. It is important to note that this

trend change was concurrent with the last increase ~n the Class II minimum price

when the Class differential was increased from 30 cents to 70 cents. If the goa

for the industry ~s to increase consumer demano increasing princes will not helo

to accomelish that goal.

NMPF’s proposal would create disoarities between products made in CA

and the Federal Orders Kraft has the ability to manufacture Breakstone’s

Cottage Cheese products in both NY and CA n July 2006 following the

temeorary closure of our Walton NY plant due to flooding, we shifted production

of Breakstone’s Cottage Cheese products to our plant in Visalia CA. Normally

the Visalia plant produces Knudsen oroducts for the West coast, but it also has

the ability to produce Breakstone s eroducts that are sold in the Midwest and

East Currently, it does not make financial sense to make Breakstone’s products

in CA. However. Increasing the price spread between CA and Federal Orders

qas the 3otential to create shifts in oroduct oroduction out of the Feders Orders

and into CA

NMPF’s proposal also would create disoadties between dairy products

and non-dairy prooucts. As detailed earlier if this proposa is imolemented.

3rices for Class [I oroducts will increase. As an examole, for a 3roduct like a

dairy-based dip, companies could consider reformulating the product to use more



non-aairy products Consumers would also potential y respond by shifting to

non-dairy products such as vegetable-based dios. Again. this does not he~p

build demand for dairy products.

NMPF’s Drooosal would create disparities between Class II milk and Class

IV milk powaers. While the current Dror~osal lo change the Class [I skim pnce

formula may appear to have an impact of less than a penny per hundredweight, It

is the future that is of greater concern In the past. changes m the Class IV price

formula fClass III prior to order reform~ automatically changed the Class II pdce

formula under this eroDosaL this link would be severed and future changes in

the Class IV price formula would automatically cnange the relationship) r~etween

the Class II and IV skim prices, The question of the appropriate price

relationshio among the different classes was addressed at the May 2000 Federal

Order hearing In the final decision from October 2001. USDA found that"any

reevaluation of the formulas used to orice the comoonents usea ~n manufacturing

9roducts should be carried tnrough to the class prices that are based on those

component r~rices." The full summary Brovides additional context for the

decision.

"Neither the arice relationships established in the final
decision between milk used n Class Ill or Class IV and milk used in
Classes I and II should be changee To the extent that there may
be differences in the Class III and Class IV #rices between the
current priees and those ado#ted in this decision as a result of
adjustments to the component pncing formulas those changes
Should be reflected in the Class I and Class " 3rices. Any
reevaluation of the formulas used to price the comoonents used ir
manufacturing products should be carried through to the class
prices that are based on those component prices. A change in the
computation of the nonfat solids prices, for instance is intended to
better reflect the value of those solids in dry milk products Ifthe



new nonfat so ids price formula resu~s In an increase n the Class
IV orice the record provides no oasis for changing the difference n
the value of milk used in those solids Detweer Class IV and Class II
use Similarly the availability of milk for use in Class I is related to
the higher of the alternative manufacturing values for that milk. The
current relationshios should bemaintained." Federal Register. VoL
66 No. 207 Thursday, October 25 2001

To be consistent with USDA’s decision from the May 2000 heanng, NMPF’s

proposa~ should be deniea.

Final y, USDA’s own analysis of the impact on the Class I market shows

this is a lose-lose proposition for everyone involved. As published in the notice

for this hearing, the model used to analyze the impacts of this Droeosal orovided

the following results:

Class II milk usage oecreases by 20 millior pounds

Federal Order Class ~ receipts increase by $12 million, but it is not

enough to offset decreases in cash rece pts for other classes

¯ Total Federal Order class rece pts fall by $8 million

¯ ]-he all-milk 3rice decreases oy $0.01/cwt ana average U.S. proaucer

revenue decreases by $21 millior

To summarize. [ne cost to manufacturers and consumers increases oemann

~ecreases and the price to farmers decreases. In shorL this Drouosal seems to

have the aotential for s~gnificant negative Impact without any benefit

The Benefits are Regionally Disproportionate

Class I ano I~ utilization varies widely by region. High Class [ utilization

markets include the Florida Appalachian and Southeast orders Low Class I

utilization markets include the Upper Midwest Pacific Northwest ano Central



or(~ers The average for January through October 2006 is a 37% Class ]

utilization for all Federal Orders. For Class I~ utilization the Federal Order tota is

less than 13% in 2006. Once again, the Upper Midwes~ has the lowest usage

with 5.5% for the January through October 2006 ceriod, while the Northeast has

the highest utilization of nearly 20%. Given the differences in utilization by oraer.

it is clear NMPF’s proposal would benefit producers in nigher Class I and II

utilization markets. Unfortunately these same benefits do not accrue to

producers in lower Class I and utilization markets, soecifically the Upper

Midwest.

As a major buyer of cheese in W]. MN. SD. and IA we are very concerned

over the long-term impacts to the dairy ~n(~ustry in the UoDer Midwest from this

proposa USDA’s own analysis has snown [ne negative impact on manufactured

croducts and Class [11 and IV prices. In areas with low Class I and utilization

this crooosal would decrease the milk prices for farmers in those areas At the

same time it would increase orices for producers in the higher price markets in

the U S. such as the Southeast and do very little for or harr¢ croaucers in the

lower crice markets such as the Upper Midwest. In the Federal Register notice

for this hearing (Vo ume 71 Number 225! USDA states "the DroDosed increases

to Class I and II movers have the same effect as increasing Class and II

differentials at all locations by the effective crocosed changes?’ believe most of

us remember the contentious and regionally divisive debate that took place in the

late 1990’s regaramg Class I differentials. Unfortunately, NMPF’s ProPOSal has

revived that debate.



The Wronc~ Solution to a Lonqer-Term Problem

NMPF’s proposal states current Class ana II prices are inadeauate to

ensure 3rderly marketing and notes the growing difficulty of supplying deficit

marKets. We question whether this is a national issue or a local or reg ona[

ssue. Since Kraft has not had any problem getting milk for our Class II plants in

NY. PA. or CA. ~t appears that this is not a national problem

If the oroblem is supplying deficit markets such as the Southeast then

specific policy, market and technological solutions should De oursued For

example, location differentials in soecific Southeast markets could be adjusted or

increased, Instead ofa policychange, market driven over-order 3remiums could

be increasea to promote more lOCal milk production. Another example is

concentrated milk could be shipped in from other areas where milk is more

plentiful, such as the Ur~Der Midwest or New Mexico/West Texas. Oranges aren’t

grown in Wisconsin or New Mexico. but consumers there seem to enjoy

concentrated orange juice shipped n from F orida With today’s technology,

concentrated milk could be utilized to fulfill the needs of those deficit markets.

ootential ~, at a lower cost for the entire system Looking at new technology, Just

recently, researchers at Oregon State University ~evelopeo a process to extenc

the shelf life of milk. Hydrostatic pressure processing Produces a oroduct with a

45-day shelf life when refrigerated and maintains the taste of fresh milk. These

are iust two examples of how technology has the ability to solve the problem 3f

supplying milk to deficit areas.



The problem with milk supplies in the Southeast is not new At the

February 1998 BFP Price Floor nearing Dr. Bob Cropp from the University of

Wisconsin concisely explained the milk supply situation in the Southeast

"Increasing Class I and [~ prices will not solve the seasonal Class I deficit
of local y produced Grade A milk suDalies in the southeastern markets. The
southeast will always have a seasona deficit of Grade A milk for Class I needs
because of climatic conditions. The hot and humid weather places a lot of stress
on milk cows. As a resul[, during the summer and early fall months, milk per cow
declines and getting the cows bred back for more even yearly milk flow is no]
oossible With modern milk packaging, processing and transDortatior
technologies, high quality milk in both bulk and 3ackage form can move
economically long distances. Recognition and use of tnese technologies would
result in a more efficient and economical dairy industry and would better resolve
the shortages of local grade A milk supplies for Class I needs in the southeast
Increasing Class I and Class II prices will not solve the problem Further if
oroducers in the southeast do respond to nigher milk pnces as exaected, the
southeast would ~=xoerience an increased problem of disposing of seasonal
grade A milk surpluses that now occur during some of the winter ana spring
months. For example, Florida during this time of the year. has more grade A milk
than it can use for Class I and Class I uses and is sending oads of surDtus
grade A milk as far forth as Wisconsin to find a manufacturing home "

Nine years later it’s still hot in the south in the summer, milk production

continuesto decline during this time. ana milk is still transoorted into the region

from distant o~aces. Dr. CroDD noted several solutions to this 3rob[era and they

remain valid today, nstead of imolementing NMPF’s aroDosal for a short-term

fix. the entire dairy industry would be better served by implementing a Iong-rerm

solution to a Io.,ng-term problem

One of NMPF’s reasons for proposing to increase Class orices is the

ncreased oost of maintaining Grade A status for dairy farms. First. a historica

review of this subject reveals this DroDosa is unnecessary The United States

Public Health Service/Food and Drug Administration (USPHS/FDA, has been

oroviding guidance on milk safety since 1924 with the first Grade ’A’ Pasteurized



Milk Ordinance aublished in 1965 It was about this time when the dairy ~naustry

was undertaking a significant upgrade in sanitation ana milk safety ar every 3oint

of the supply chain. At that time oeriod, a significant investment was reauired to

upgrade a dairy farm’s infrastructure to meet these standards so Grade ’A’ milk

commanded a premium in the marketplace. This orem~um was partially

incorcorated into the Class I differential, and it provlaea a financial incentive for

farms [o convert from Grade ’B’ to Grade ’A’ status. By 1973 only about 15% of

farms were considered Grade ’B and that number continued to decline over time

to less than 5% by the late 1990’s and has remained at 2 aercent since 1999.

Therefore while a premium for Grade ’A’ milk was necessary 30-40 years ago. it

is not relevant today.

Many of you will remember the M-W price which was the average 3rice of

Grade ’B’ milk in M nnesota ana Wisconsin for manufacturing purposes. The

Basic Formula Price (BFP] reclaced this series in May 1995 because the 3riclng

of Grade ’B’ milk was no longer representative of the overall markel olace

Today, Kraft does receive a small amount of Grade ’B’ milk at our Beaver Dam

WI facility. However. there is no difference in the Price we pa’y for Grade ’B’ milk

compared to Grade ’A’ milk. aria in fact is commingled on the same truck.

The Grade ’B’ milk issue is just one of many structurs cnanges that have

taken place in the dairy industry over the past several decades These macro

structural trends will continue into the future regardless of micro changes to aalry

policy and pricing. From a supply standpoint, milk production is migrating to the

most efficient, lowest cost areas in the country. This ohenomenon also occurs in
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the production of many products such as corn. soyoeans, vegetables, televisions

an{] comouter cnlps

Another macro trend in {]a~ry is the long-term decline ~,~ per capita milk

consumption for the oast 30, years aria increasing milk prices will not reverse

that trend. Dairy farmers contribute $0.15/cwt each month to the National Dairy

Promotion and Research Board that £ ves most of the money to Dairy

Management Inc. to promote {]a~ry products. NMPF’s proposa to increase Class

I prices is inconsistent with this effort. Asides from some h~gh-end luxury goo{]s

it is difficult to find an examole of where increasing a product’s price leads io

increased demand for that product. For most food and beverage products,

higher prices lea{] to lower demand.

NMPF’s proposal seems to also conflict with their own program CWT or

Coooeratives Working Together. Each montP,, the CWT program collects

$0.10/cwt from oarticipating farmers and coooeratives. The money is then used

to either "retire" herds or as an incentive to dairy manufacturers to exoort excess

manufactured dairy products, n either case. the goa~ is to re{]uce the supply of

milk available to the market. If NMPF believes there ~s ina{]equate farm milk for

the Class and II markets in the U.S. today, their proposal seems to be

nconsistent with the goal of the CWT program. It is noteworthy that there are

reg~ona~ safeguards in place for the ner{] retirements, According to the CWT

website Ihttp:llwww.cwt.coop/cwt faq.htmh. "limits are tightest in the East. South.

and Midwest and more lenient in the West and Southwest, where production is

expanding fastest." With that mechanism NMPF an{] the CWT program are
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atiempting to align supply and demand or a regions not national, basis. The

exoort program a~empts to deal with ’gluts of manufactured dairy products

hanging over the U.S. market." Again, t is clear the doric t markets NMPF

references are regional in scope. "~ot national

With increased focus on the global marketolace ana the current Doha

Round of WTO negotiations U.S. dairy oolicy and ~ncing needs to become more

market oriented. NMPF’s proposal moves In the o~osite direction ano also

raises a question with FMMO’s and the classified pricing system in relation tc the

VVTO. A World Bank study in 2005 described the cross-subsidy that exists when

consumers of sremium orfluid dairy products subsidize the ~roduction of lower-

ericed manufactured products. The study-suggested that this im~lici~

consumetion cross-subsidy could oe construed as an ex~or~ subsidy if the United

States then exoo~s the Iower-ericed manufactured products ITom Cox and

Yong Zhu. "Dairy: Assessing World Markets and Policy Reforms: Implications for

Developing Countries" in Global Agricultural Trade and Developing Countries

Wasn~ngton: World Bank. 2005) Similarly, in a 2004 study on the WTO ru ing of

the United States’ "Step 2" cotton support program. Daniel Sumner from tne

University of CA at Davis. and also the former Assistant Secretary for Economics

at USD,~ orew ~ oarallel to the current dairy programs of the United States

The price discrimination ana pooling schemes under the
~nilk marketing orders stimulate overal milk oroduction and diver~
-nilk from beverage products that are genera ~y not traded
internationally to the production of cheess, milk powoer, and butter
which are the main traded daily products.., the net result is a lower
~rice of the tradable oroducts and displacement of ~mports or
stimulation of exports." Boxed In: Conflicts oetween U.S. Farm



Policies and WTO Obligations Cato nstitute Trade Policy Analysis
no. 32 December 5 2005

With the eotential for increased scrutiny of U.S. dairy policy and pricing systems.

NMPF’s proposal to increase Class ] and II prices would only exacerbate this

~roblem.

Emerqency Marketinq Conditions Do Not Exist

While NMPF has requested an expedited decisior, the current supply ane

demane situation does not warrant it. It is clear that costs of eroduction have

increased, for examele, the recent sharo increase in corn prices and the impact

on feed costs. However. milk 3rices nave remained higher than usually seen in

expansionary phases of the milk cycle. Following two years where the all,milk

price was the highest (2004~ and [nlrr~ highest (2005~ in history, t follows

economic theory to see lower than average 3rices as SUPPly responds to the

price slgnaltoexpane. Indeed milk oroduction s ur~ 2.8% vs. lastyear (October

YTD] and cow numbers ~ October actually increased after remaining flat for

several months. Furthermore NMPF even uses the "surging" milk supplies ~n

2006 as a reason they ncreased the monthly CWT investment from $0.05 to

$0.10/cwt on July 1 Additionally, a new eynamic has also hetoed increase dairy

commodity and milk prces over tne past two years -- the world market With

record-high wney prices ane the highest NFDM pnce In many years, these gains

alone have added more than $ l/cwt to the all-milk orice relative to their longer-

term averages. Furthermore. current CME Class Ill milk futures prices for 2007

average nearly $14/cwt. Using a 10-year average difference betweer the Class

Ill price and the all-mi~k ~rice of $1.50. the futures outlook is for $15.50 milk for



2007. which would be the second highest milk price in history. An examination of

the facts clearly snows emergency marketing conditions do not exist. Therefore.

NMPF’s reauest for an expedited or emergency decision should be denied.

Summaq~

Kraft Foods opposes NMPF’s proposa~ to amend the Class I and Class II

price formulas and sees no need for an emergency ruling. At a time when we

should be considering s~mplification of U.S. dairy policy, NMPF’s ~)roposal adds

unnecessary complexity to the system. It would have a negative impact on Class

II ~)roducts and result in regionally msproportionate benefits

I appreciate the opportun ty to present Kraft’s view~)oint on this issue ana

welcome questions regarding my testimony. Thank you.
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